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Hidden Markov model
interpretationss of neural networks

Abstract t
Itt is well known that simple recurrent networks can learn regular languages,
thatt is the languages from finite state automata (Cleeremans et al., 1989). In
thee last decade also the reverse process has become increasingly popular, that
iss extracting rules from neural networks in order to get interpretable automata.
Extractingg rules from such neural networks is generally done by partitioning
thee hidden state space of the network. Hidden Markov models, alternatively
calledd stochastic finite automata, can be estimated from a series of responses
fromm a neural network. The difference with the approach used by Cleeremans
ett al. (1989) is that it is not necessary to use the hidden state activities of the
networkk to extract the finite state automaton: only the input-output relations
off the network are necessary for fitting a hidden Markov model. Nevertheless
equivalentt automata can be extracted. Hidden Markov models can thus be used
too provide interpretations for the representations of neural networks, such as
thee simple recurrent network for implicit learning.

3.11

Introduction

Modelingg cognitive tasks with (back-propagation) neural networks has become increasinglyy popular over the last decade and neural networks are successful in differentt fields such as memory, vision and learning. This success is, at least partially,
duee to t h e ease of use of neural networks as a means of modelling. It is fairly easy
andd straightforward to apply neural networks to a given cognitive task t h a t one
iss interested in: simply feed t h e network with the input a subject would get in
ann experiment and give it feedback a b o u t its errors. Another marked advantage
off neural networks over classical models is t h a t learning is a natural part of t h e
system.. Not only can a neural network represent certain cognitive abilities, it also
showss how such representations are built from scratch during the learning process.
Onee of the problems with neural networks is t h a t , although they are successful
att replicating certain d a t a from h u m a n subjects, they do not really show us how
thiss is accomplished. One could defend t h e view t h a t in using a neural network for
aa cognitive task one just creates another black box, just as the h u m a n mind one
wantss to model, t h a t , accidentally, performs the same task. Obviously, this extreme
vieww is not held by many cognitive scientists, but the core of the argument is not to
bee taken lightly. More specifically, the weights of a neural network and the internal
statess it has during responding to a certain input are, in general, h a r d to interpret.
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Severall researchers have tried to overcome this problem by interpreting the
dynamicss of neural networks in terms of finite state automata (Giles et ah, 1992;
Cleeremanss et al., 1989; Omlin and Giles, 1996; Tino and Köteles, 2000). In this
chapterr we also extract finite state automata from neural networks. The main
differencee between our approach and earlier approaches is that we only use the
overtt behavior of the network, that is input/output pairs, to build a finite state
representationn instead of dissecting the hidden state space of the neural network in
onee way or another. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: first we
outlinee the general approach used by above authors to extract finite state machines
fromm networks. Then we contrast this with our approach which is based on hidden
Markovv models. In the next two sections we show simulation results with hidden
Markovv model extraction from recurrent neural networks. Finally we discuss our
resultss and see how they can shed some light on interpretational problems that exist
withh neural networks.

3.22

Extracting finite state automata from networks

Thee main reason for extracting finite state automata (FSA) from neural networks
iss for purposes of interpretation. An FSA abstracts the activities of the hidden
statee space of a neural network into a set of clearly expressible rules. These
ruless are stated in the form of (stochastic) dependencies between consecutive stimuli/responses. .
Thee common starting point for extracting FSAs from neural networks is to
recordd the activities of the hidden state space during a training or testing session
off the network. Suppose that the network has N hidden units, then the result of
thiss recording is a trajectory through an A^-dimensional state space. From here on,
theree are several ways to continue.
Thee first approach to interpreting neural network behavior is based on some
formm of clustering. Again the starting point is a recorded trajectory through the
statee space of the hidden nodes of a neural network that has learned a finite state
grammar.. Cleeremans et al. (1989) use clustering to identify states of a FSA that is
representedd by a neural network. Cleeremans et al. (1989) however do not actually
constructt FSAs from their trained neural networks but use the clusters to draw
inferencess about the internal representations of the networks.
Giless et al. (1992) begin with partitioning the hidden state space of the network
intoo hypercubes. These hypercubes are numbered and they are the states of the
FSA 1 .. Transitions between states in the FSA are added whenever there is a correspondingg transition in the recorded state space trajectory. The transition is labeled
withh the input which is fed to the network at that point in the trajectory. The
derivedd FSA is then minimized using standard algorithms (Hopcroft and Ullman,
1979). .
Tinoo and Köteles (2000) also use a form of clustering on the state space trajectory.. In particular they use a procedure similar to K-means clustering on the
x

N o tt all hypercubes actually become states in the FSA because the recorded trajectory does
nott necessarily pass through all the possible hypercubes.
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hiddenn state space activations that are recorded during a test run of the network. In
additionn to Giles et al. (1992), the FSAs that Tino and Köteles (2000) extract from
theirr network are stochastic FSAs: transitions between states have probabilities
associatedd with them.
Inn this study we use hidden Markov models to extract finite state representations
fromm (recurrent) neural networks. This approach differs from earlier approaches in
severall respects. First, we do not use recorded hidden state space trajectories but
onlyy input/output pairs from the trained networks. Because of this we do not
havee to make any assumptions about this state space as, for example, in K-means
clusteringg where the number of clusters has to be decided beforehand. The optimal
numberr of states of the hidden Markov model can be determined by several selection
criteriaa that we discuss later. An advantage over the approach by Giles et al. (1992)
iss that no minimization is required after extraction of the (stochastic) FSA.

3.33

Recurrent neural networks

Inn this chapter we chose to study simple recurrent networks (SRN) for several
reasons.. Firstly, SRNs have been shown to be able to learn languages generated by
finitee state automata (Cleeremans et al., 1989). Secondly, and more importantly
too us, SRNs have been used successfully in modeling cognitive tasks in the domain
off language learning (Elman, 1990) and in implicit learning (Cleeremans and McClelland,, 1991). As Elman (1990) points out, SRNs are successful in these domains
becausee the recurrent connections of the network allow it to have a memory for past
events,, in casu stimuli that have been presented to the network.
Thee architecture of the simple recurrent network we used is from Elman (1990).
Thee network is shown in Figure 3.1. The network consists of three layers, input,
hiddenn and output nodes. In addition the network has a context or recurrent layer
thatt keeps a copy of the hidden unit activity at time t — 1. The dynamics of the
networkk are given by simple feedforward relations and learning is done with the
back-propagationn rule (Elman, 1990).
Becausee of its recurrent connections the SRN keeps a copy of its internal representationss at t — 1, that is, its representation of the stimulus that was presented to
itt at the former trial. This kind of memory makes the SRN especially suitable to
learnn sequentially structured data.

3.44

Hidden Markov models

Hiddenn Markov models (HMM) are mainly used in the area of speech recognition (cf.
Schmidbauerr et al., 1993; Chien and Wang, 1997; Rabiner, 1989). There are a rare
applicationss in other fields such as psychology (Yang et al., 1997) and physiology
Beckerr et al. (1994). Another recent application is in the extraction of propositions
fromm written text (Durbin et al., 2000)2.
2
I tt should be noted that hidden Markov models are identical to latent Markov models, which
havee quite a few applications in psychology (for examples see Arminger et al., 1995, see also
chapterr 5). However, there is an important difference between these psychological applications
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Figuree 3.1: Simple recurrent network as used by Elman (1990). In this
examplee the network has four input nodes that each correspond to a
differentt input symbol. The output of the network is determined by
feedforwardd relations. The network is trained with back-propagation. See
thee text for more details.
HMMss are basically stochastic finite state automata 3 . Formally, an HMM
consistss of the following (notations are adapted from Rabiner, 1989):
1.. a set of states Si, i = 1 , . . . , N
2.. a set V of observation symbols Vk, k — 1 , . . . , M
3.. a matrix A of transition probabilities a,ij for moving from state Si to state Sj
4.. a matrix B of observation probabilities bj (k) of observing symbol Vk while being
inn state Sj
5.. a vector IT of initial state probabilities 7T; corresponding to the probability of
startingg in state Si at t = 1
Thee equations describing the dynamics of the model are as follows:
St+iSt+i = ASt + Ct+i
OOtt+i+i = B St + £t+i,
wheree St is the hidden process and 0t is the observed process; £t+i and £t+i are
zeroo mean martingale increment processes, cf. Elliott et al. (1995, p. 20) for further
andd t h e others, which is in d a t a sets involved. In speech recognition, as in the application of
HMMss discussed here, there are typically long series of observations, say with T > 100. In
contrast,, in psychological applications shorter sequences of observations are usual. Although this
iss not a principled difference, it does have profound consequences for estimation of parameters and
theirr s t a n d a r d errors (see chapter 4 and 5). Possibly this difference also accounts partially for the
factt t h a t t h e literature on latent Markov models and hidden Markov models is largely separate.
33
HMMs come in many different guises and under many different names: latent Markov models,
(tractable)) Boltzmann machines, (tractable) belief networks and (tractable) state space models to
namee b u t a few.

3.55

SIMULATIONS
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details 4 . .
Thee set of parameters A = (A, B, IT) can be used to express certain notions about
HMMs.. For example, the HMM can be used to generate a series of observations
andd given the above parameters it is easy to compute the likelihood L(0\X) of such
aa series by taking the product of the individual probabilities of moving from one
statee to the next and producing the observations Ot, t = 1 , . . . ,T, Ot £ V, in those
states.. More interestingly, given a series of observations, it is possible to compute
thee parameter values of an HMM that optimize this likelihood. Rabiner (1989)
describess a version of the EM algorithm to maximize the likelihood L{0\X).

3.55

Simulations

3.5.13.5.1

Method

Withh the FSA depicted in Figure 3.2 we produced a string of 420.000 symbols long
usedused for training of the network. This length of the training sequence was taken
fromm Cleeremans et al. (1989). Apparently the network needs such a long sequence
too learn the grammar.
Duringg training the network is presented with consecutive symbols of this string.
Itss task is to predict the next symbol in the string, hence the error between this
targett and the actual prediction of the network is backpropagated. The SRN had
33 hidden nodes. The weights of the network had random starting values between
-0.55 and +0.5; the learnrate was set to 0.01 and the momentum term to 0.5. The
criterionn for learning was that the (normalized) activation of the node corresponding
withh the next symbol was over 0.3.
Att regular intervals during training, the SRN was made to predict a string of
symbolss by itself. This was done with the following steps, 1) the network was
presentedd with the begin symbol B and activity was fed forward through the
connections;; 2) the output activations of the network were normalized; 3) the
normalizedd activations were treated as a probability distribution from which the
nextt symbol was drawn; 4) this next symbol was then given to the network as
input;; 5) these steps were repeated until a sequence of 1000 symbols was generated.
Thee so generated sequences are used to extract FSAs. That is, HMMs with
increasingg numbers of states are fitted on these sequences until a best model is
found.. Which model is the best model is determined by a number of factors. First,
thee loglikelihood: if the loglikelihood does not increase anymore when the number of
statess increases, this means that adding more states to the HMM does not make for
aa better model. The loglikelihood however does not differentiate very well between
modelss that are very similar or have the same number of states. As a second
fitmeasuree for the models, a prediction error is determined (see also chapter 5, for
4
T h ee (,t+i and £t+i m these equations are residual terms, similar to those that occur in
regressionn equations for example. In computing the likelihood of discrete hidden Markov models
thesee terms drop out. Intuitively the reason for this is simple: the residual terms give rise to
noise.. However, the noise can not be distinguished from the normal process outputs, except in a
confirmatoryy analysis. When fitting an HMM to an observed sequence, with noise added to that
sequence,, will result in close to zero parameter estimates that were not part of the original model;
i.e.. the noise is simply absorbed in the parameter estimation process. In confirmatory analyses it
mayy be possible to explicitly estimate residual terms.
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Figuree 3.2: Finite state grammar which Reber(1967) used in his implicit
learningg experiments. Cleeremans et al. (1989) also used this grammar to
trainn their networks. Sentences are made by this grammar by starting with
thee begin symbol B. With equal probability one of the arcs leaving state
1 is chosen and the corresponding symbol is, is the next symbol in the
string.. This process of selecting arcs and noting the corresponding symbol
continuess until the end state # 7 is reached whence the process starts in
statee # 1.
aa more complete description of this measure). This prediction error consists of
comparingg the number of symbols, pairs of symbols, triples of symbols et cetera in
thee sequence that the model is fitted on, and the expected numbers for these same
symbols,, pairs of symbols et cetera. For each of these categories (pairs, triples) a x2
distancee can be computed between the actual sequence and the model predictions.
AA third fitmeasure that is used, is the entropy measure of complexity for symbolic
sequences. .
Entropyy is a measure of information density that is designed for languages or
setss of sentences 5 . The definition is as follows (Shannon, 1948; Lind and Marcus,
1995;; Tino and Köteles, 2000):
hh = lim hn,
n—n—>oc >oc

wheree hn is the entropy rate which is defined as:
hhnn==

^

- P M log(p(u>)),

w€S n n

wheree a; is a word (string of symbols) and Sn is the collection of allowed sentences
off length n. Entropy is an interesting invariant of languages/symbolic sequences
55
Entropy can be seen as a generalization of the above-mentioned prediction error. Whereas the
X22 prediction error is computed for fixed n-tuples of observations, entropy concerns the distribution
off all n-tuples simultaneously. The entropy is an invariant of such a distribution. As such, entropy
providess a distance measure between the intended distribution, i.e. the observed distribution, and
thee modeled distribution.
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becausee it measures a global property of such sequences. The reason for using
entropyy is that we can hardly expect a neural network to predict a sequence of
420.0000 symbols exactly. Moreover, we are interested whether the SRN captures the
generall rules of the grammar and not the exact order of a given training sequence.
Sincee entropy is a global invariant of sequences produced by, for example, finite
statee languages, we expect the sequences that the network generates to have the
samee entropy as the grammar has.
Too be able to compute entropy we would need the total language that either
aa HMM or SRN can produce. In practice this is never the case so we need an
approximation.. The approximation we use is the so-called Lempel-Ziv entropy
(LZE).. Suppose we have a string S=ABDACDABDADACABDC. We parse this
stringg into substrings by noting the smallest substring that has not yet occurred.
Sincee we start with an empty set of substrings A is the first substring that is
parsed.. Continuing this procedure until the end of the string is reached results
inn the following set of substrings: A, B, D, AC, DA, BD, AD, ACA, BDC. The
Lempel-Zivv estimate of the entropy of the string is:
,,
LZLZ =

c(S)logc(S)
N
'

wheree c(S) is the number of substrings resulting from the parsing procedure above
andd JV is the total length of the string S (Tino and Köteles, 2000).
Howw do we use this as a fitmeasure? By comparing the LZE of the sequence
onn which a HMM is fitted with the LZE of the HMM itself we know how closely
thee behavior of the HMM matches that of the sequence and hence of the SRN that
producedd that sequence.
3.5.23.5.2

Results

Ass expected, the SRN learned the grammar perfectly. We trained 20 SRNs with
randomm starting values, 2 of which came to represent the grammar perfectly within 2
epochss of training. At twelve points before, during and after training we recorded a
sequencee of predictions by the SRN. On each of these sequences we fitted HMMs. In
Figuree 3.3 at the bottom the numbers of states of these twelve models are provided.
Thee final HMM, that is the HMM that is fitted on the final sequence generated
byy the SRN, has an LZE of 1.709 which is very close to the LZE of the true model
whichh is 1.704. The consecutive models have nicely decreasing values for their LZEs
whichh in the end converge to the entropy of the true model.

3.66

Discussion

HMMss can be successfully used to extract automata from networks. This can
bee done without having to record the hidden state space activities of the neural
network 6 .. This is an advantage since it means that the same procedure of fitting
6

Notee of course that it is still possible to do so and then link these recorded activities to t h e
hiddenn states of the HMM.
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Lempel-Zivv entropy
2.75 5

Maximall entropy

2.55 5
2.35 5
2.15 5
1.95 5
1.75 5
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Figuree 3.3: At the bottom of this figure is the number of states of the
consecutivee models. The first model, that is the model before the start of
training,, has three states, the last model has 12 states, exactly the same
ass the true model, that is the model that was used to generate the data.
Forr details on the entropy see the text.

HMMss can be used for extracting models from data generated by human subjects.
Thiss can be done for example on generation data that subjects produce in implicit
learningg experiments (see chapters 5 and 7 for applications of hiddenn Markov models
forr analyzing implicit learning data).
Oncee HMMs are extracted from recurrent neural networks, they provide interpretablee models of the network behavior. The description of the behavior of a
networkk with a hidden Markov model gives clearly expressible rules that describe
itss behavior.
Sincee fitting of HMMs is done with the maximum likelihood method, all advantagess of that approach are available: exact inference about parameter values, standardd errors for the parameter estimates (see Visser et al., 2000, and chapter 4), the
possibilityy of fitting HMMs with (equality) constraints on the parameters et cetera
(seee also chapter 5). Another advantage resulting from the maximum likelihood
frameworkk is the availability of fitmeasures. In comparison with the partitioning
methodd from Giles et al. (1992) this has the advantage that minimization is done
automatically.. When fitting HMMs one will never end up with extremely large
modelss that then have to be minimized.
Thee use of HMMs for extracting FSAs is closely related to the approach by (Tino
andd Köteles, 2000). Using HMMs expands on their method by having maximum
likelihoodd estimation of parameters. This results in having fitmeasures that can be
usedd for model selection and determining goodness-of-fit.

